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We consider bivariate logspline density estimation for tomography data. In the
usual logspline density estimation for bivariate data, the logarithm of the unknown
density function is estimated by tensor product splines, the unknown parameters
of which are given by maximum likelihood. In this paper we use tensor product
B-splines and the projection-slice theorem to construct the logspline density
estimators for tomography data. Rates of convergence are established for log-den-
sity functions assumed to belong to a Besov space.  1998 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classifications: 62G05, 62G07.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let (X, Y ) be a random vector whose density f is supported in a com-
pact subset Q of R2. Suppose that events happen at points (X1 , Y1), ...,
(Xn , Yn) which are independently and identically distributed as (X, Y ).
However, we are not informed of the location of any such point, but only
that an even has occurred on a line containing the point; the line is ran-
domly and uniformly oriented, independently of the position of the point.
Equivalently, we observe (01 , S1), ..., (0n , Sn) which are independently and
identically distributed as (0, S), where the density g of (0, S) is given by
the Radon transform of f. The tomography problem is to construct an
estimator of f based on the observed data (01 , S1), ..., (0n , Sn).
Recent statistical works on positron emission tomography (PET) include
Vardi et al. (1985), Jones and Silverman (1989), Johnstone and Silverman
(1990), Silverman et al. (1990), Donoho and Low (1992), Donoho (1995),
O’Sullivan (1995) and Koo and Chung (1998). Vardi et al. (1985) and
Silverman et al. (1990) used the EM algorithm for PET. Jones and Silver-
man (1989), Johnstone and Silverman (1990) and Koo and Chung (1998)
used singular value decomposition (SVD) of the Radon operator. Donoho
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(1995) introduced WVD (Wavelet and Vaguelette Decomposition) for linear
inverse problems. O’Sullivan (1995) considered regularized estimators for
PET. Deans (1983) and Natterer (1986) provide us a general exposition
to computerized tomography. This list is not meant to be complete due to
fast development of this area; Johnstone and Silverman (1990), Silverman
et al. (1990) and O’Sullivan (1995) contain more extensive references on
this area.
Flexible exponential families have been used for the estimation of
density functions. Stone and Koo (1986), Stone (1989, 1990), Kooperberg
and Stone (1991, 1992), Kooperberg (1995), Koo (1996), Koo and
Park (1996), Koo (1998), and Koo, Kooperberg, and Park (1998) have
developed logspline models based on polynomial splines. Barron and Sheu
(1991) studied other such families using trigonometric series, polyno-
mials and splines. Koo and Kim (1996) considered an exponential family
based on wavelets. For an excellent discussion on density estimation see
Silverman (1986).
At first, consider bivariate logspline density estimation when we can
observer (Xm , Ym)’s. Let [Bk : k # 4/Z2] be the usual tensor product
B-splines (Schumaker, 1981), where the number of elements in the index
set 4 is J. The exponential family based on B-splines has the form
f (x, y; %)=exp \:k %kBk&(%)+ ,
where (%) is the normalizing constant. The logspline density estimation
selects the parameters to satisfy the equation
| Bk(x, y) f (x, y; % ) dx dy=n&1 :
n
m=1
Bk(Xm , Ym) for k # 4. (1.1)
Kooperberg (1995) used truncated power basis functions in logspline den-
sity estimation for data which may be censored and Koo (1996) addressed
the finite-sample performance of bivariate tensor logspline density estima-
tion based on the tensor product B-splines.
In the case of tomography we can not observe (Xm , Ym)’s such that we
use the projection-slice theorem to find an unbiased estimator B k of
EBk(X, Y ). The logspline method gives us a density estimator f := f ( } ; % ),
where % satisfies the Eq. (1.1) with n&1 nm=1 Bk(Xm , Ym) replaced by B k .
The logspline method for PET has the obvious advantages of the usual
logspline density estimation; an immediate advantage is that the proposed
logspline density estimators are positive and integrate to one, that is, they
are real densities.
In this paper, we provide the asymptotic result
D( f & f )=OP(n&2:(2(:+12)+2))=OP(n&2:(2:+3)), (1.2)
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where D( f & f ) is the relative entropy defined by D( f1 & f2)=Q f1 log( f1  f2)
for densities f1 , f2 , : is the smoothness of log f in the Besov spaces B:pq ,
12 denotes the ill-posedness of the PET problem and 2 the dimension of
data. We also show the same rate of convergence can be obtained with the
relative entropy replaced with the L2 norm. Let the information projection
f * be defined by f *= f ( } ; %*) where %* satisfies the equation
| Bk(x, y) f (x, y) dx dy=| Bk(x, y) f (x, y; %*) dx dy for k # 4.
By the same argument used to prove Lemma 3 of Koo, Kooperberg and
Park (1998), we can show that D( f & f ) is decomposed into the approxima-
tion error D( f & f *) and the estimation error D( f * & f ), that is,
D( f & f )=D( f & f *)+D( f * & f ). (1.3)
It will be shown that the approximation error D( f & f *) is determined by
L2 -approximation of log f by a spline such that D( f & f *)=O(J&:) and
the estimation error satisfies D( f * & f )=OP(J 32n). The usual bias-
variance trade-off argument gives the rate in (1.2) based on the decomposi-
tion (1.3).
Koo and Chung (1998) considered log-density estimation in linear
inverse problems based on SVD. Once we have SVD of the Radon
operator, it is simple to define a log-density estimator based on the singular
functions. According to Donoho (1995), one must admit that the method
based on SVD paradigm has certain limitations since the singular functions
are derived from the operator, which is the Radon operator for our case,
not from the density to be estimated. Because we will investigate the
asymptotic property of logspline tomography in the Besov spaces whose
examples include many function spaces in statistical literature such as
Sobolev space or Ho lder space, logspline tomography appears to have bet-
ter asymptotic property than the method in Koo and Chung (1998). Also,
due to the reasonable performance of bivariate logspline density estimation
in Kooperberg (1995) and Koo (1996), it is anticipated that our logspline
tomography method may improve the finite-sample performance of the
SVD method of Koo and Chung (1998).
Consider an unknown distribution Pf depending on the density function
f # F, where F is a class of densities and suppose [bn] is some sequence
of positive numbers. This sequence is called a lower rate of convergence
for f if
lim
c  0
lim inf
n
inf
T
sup
f # F
Pf (D( f & T )cbn)=1,
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where the infimum is over all possible estimators T based on (01 , S1), ...,
(0n , Sn). Considering the result in Donoho (1995) and Koo and Chung
(1998), one may conjecture that the rate of convergence to be given below
is also a lower rate of convergence. Hence, it would be worthwhile to
investigate the minimaxity of log-density estimation for tomography over
Besov space via WVD paradigm of Donoho (1995).
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the projection-
slice theorem is used to give a formula for EB(X, Y). Section 3 describes
the logspline tomography. Asymptotic results are stated in Section 4. The
proof of the main result is given in Section 5.
2. PROJECTION-SLICE THEOREM
The projection of f along the line x cos |+ y sin |=s is the line integral
g(|, s)=|
x cos |+ y sin |=s
f (x, y) dx dy
=|

&
f (s cos |&t sin |, s sin |+t cos |) dt. (2.1)
It is common to use the notation R| f (s) for g(|, s) (R| denotes the Radon
transform at angle |). For simplicity Eq. (2.1) can be written as
g(|, s)=R| f (s)=|
R2
f (x, y) $(x cos |+ y sin |&s) dx dy, (2.2)
where $ is the Dirac delta function.
Now we wish to reconstruct f from R| f for | # [0, ?]. The projection-
slice theorem is based on the projection theorem of Fourier analysis. The
Fourier transform of f in R2 is given by
f (!1 , !2)=|
R2
f (x, y) exp(&2?i(!1x+!2 y)) dx dy. (2.3)
By using polar co-ordinates with !=(_ cos |, _ sin |), it can be seen that
(R| f
t
)(_)= f (_ cos |, _ sin |), (2.4)
where (R| f
t
)(_) is the Fourier transform of g(|, s) with respect to the
second variable only. This is known as the projection-slice theorem, see
Deans (1983) or Natterer (1986).
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To show Eq. (2.4) we take the Fourier transform of R| f
(R| f
t
)(_)
=|

&
R| f (s) exp(&2?i_s) ds
=|

&
|
R2
f (x, y) $(x cos |+ y sin |&s) exp(&2?i_s) dx dy ds
=|
R2
f (x, y) |

&
$(x cos |+ y sin |&s) exp(&2?i_s) ds dx dy
=|
R2
f (x, y) exp(&2?i_(x cos |+ y sin |)) dx dy
= f (_ cos |, _ sin |)
where we use Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3). By product, we obtain the relation
|
R2
f (x, y) exp(&2?i_(x cos |+ y sin |)) dx dy=|

&
R| f (s)(&2?i_s) ds.
(2.5)
The inversion formula is obtained by applying the standard inversion for-
mula for the Fourier transform such that
f (x, y)=|
R2
f (!1 , !2) exp(2?i(!1 x+!2 y)) d!1 d!2
=|

&
|
?
0
|_| f (_ cos |, _ sin |) exp(2?i_(x cos |+ y sin |)) d| d_
=|
?
0
|

&
|_| (R| f
t
)(_) exp(2?i_(x cos |+ y sin |)) d_ d|. (2.6)
Here we employ the polar co-ordinate transform to obtain the second
equality, then apply Eq. (2.4) to obtain the last relation. This inversion for-
mula has also been used in O’Sullivan and Pawitan (1993) for multidimen-
sional density estimation by tomography.
We apply the inversion formula to a tensor product B-spline B, which
will be described in the next section. In order to avoid using complex-con-
jugate notations for complex numbers, we define the Fourier transform of
a tensor product B-spline B to be
B (!1 , !2)=|
R2
B(x, y) exp(2?i(!1 x+!2 y)) dx dy.
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Then inversion formula (2.6) for B can be written as
B(x, y)=|
?
0
|

&
|_| (R|B
t
)(_) exp(&2?i_(x cos |)+ y sin |) d_ d|.
(2.7)
By (2.2), (2.5) and (2.7), we obtain
EB(X, Y )
=|
R2
|
?
0
|

&
|_| (R| B
t
)(_)
_exp(&2?i_(x cos |+ y sin |)) d_ d| f (x, y) dx dy
=|
?
0
|

&
|

&
|_| (R| B
t
)(|) (R| f )(s) exp(&2?i_s) d_ ds d|
=E |

&
|_| (R0 B
t
)(_) exp(&2?i_S) d_. (2.8)
3. BIVARIATE LOGSPLINE MODELS FOR TOMOGRAPHY
In this section we describe a logspline method for PET. It is assumed
that the random vector (X, Y) is distributed on the unit cube Q and (0, S)
on the set [0, ?]_I with a compact subset I of R. For simplicity in nota-
tion, the dependence on n of various quantities will be suppressed.
Consider the tensor product B-splines on the unit cube Q. Let N r be the
univariate B-spline of degree r&1 which has knots at the points 0, 1, ..., r,
i.e., N r(x)=r[0, 1, ..., r]( } &x) r&1+ with the usual divided difference nota-
tion (de Boor, 1978). For a positive integer j which will be determined
according to n, we define Bj, k by
Bj, k(x, y)=N r(2 jx&k1) N r(2 jy&k2), k # Z2.
These are called the bivariate tensor product B-splines; refer to Schumaker
(1981) or DeVore and Popov (1988) for various properties of tensor
product B-splines. For approximation on Q, we need only the B-splines
Bj, k which do not vanish identically on Q. We let 4j denote the set of k for
which this is the case and we let Sj denote the linear span of the B-splines
Bj, k , k # 4j . Then the dimension of Sj is given by J for J=(2 j+r&1)2.
From now on, we let M1 , M2 , ... denote positive constants which are
independent of n and let C denote a positive constant which is also inde-
pendent of n and is not necessarily equal at each appearance of it.
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Let us list several properties of the tensor product B-splines. The tensor
product B-splines form a partition of unity, that is
:
k # 4j
Bj, k(x, y)=1 for (x, y) # Q. (3.1)
By Lemma 4.2 of DeVore and Popov (1988),
1
M1J
|%| 2&s(%)&22
1
M2J
|%|2. (3.2)
It follows from (3.2) and the properties of the tensor product B-splines that
&s(%)&|%|- M1 J &s(%)&2 for all % # 3. (3.3)
Let 3 denote the collection of all J-dimensional vectors. For %=
(%k)k # 4j # 3 and (x, y) # Q, set
s(x, y; %)= :
k # 4j
%kBj, k(x, y),
(%)=log _|Q exp(s(x, y; %)) dx dy&
and
f (x, y; %)=exp(s(s, y; %)&(%)). (3.4)
Then Q f (x, y; %) dx dy=1 for % # 3. For notational convenience, let s(%)
and f (%) denote the function s( } , } ; %) and the density function f ( } , } ; %),
% # 3, respectively. By (3.1), the exponential family f (%), % # 3 is not iden-
tifiable; if we add a constant to each element of %, we do not change f (%).
Let 30 denote the (J&1)-dimensional subspace of 3, consisting of those
vector % # 3 whose entries add up to zero. We refer to the densities f (%),
% # 30, as the bivariate logspline models.
By the relation (2.8), an unbiased estimator B j, k for EBj, k(X, Y ) based
on the observed data (0m , Sm), m=1, ..., n, is
B j, k=
1
n
:
n
m=1
|

&
|_| (R0m Bj, k
t
)(_) exp(&2?i_Sm) d_.
We define the indirect log-likelihood function corresponding to the
logspline family by
l(%)=:
k
%k B j, k&(%). (3.5)
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Here the log-likelihood function is introduced to define the estimating
equation for the logspline density estimators and it should be emphasized
that l(%) in (3.5) is not necessarily interpretable as a log-likelihood. Let %
be defined by
% =arg max
% # 3 0
l(%).
Since the Hessian matrix of ( } ) is strictly positive definite, l( } ) is a strictly
concave function on 30 such that % is unique if it exists. Set f = f (% ) and
we refer to f as the maximum indirect likelihood estimator (MILE) of the
density function f of (X, Y ) following Koo and Chung (1998). Also, our
estimator f may be referred to as a minimum contrast estimator, see Birge
and Massart (1993).
It can be seen that f is the density in the logspline family (3.4) that
satisfies
| B j, k f =B j, k , k # 4j . (3.6)
We let B=(Bj, k)k # 4j and B =(B j, k)k # 4j and denote by  Bh the vector of
elements  Bj, kh for any function h. Let %(;) # 30 denote the unique solu-
tion to  B f (%)=;. Then (3.6) implies that % =%(B ) and f = f (%(B )).
4. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES
The relative entropy (KullbackLeibler distance: KL-distance) between
two densities f1 and f2 is denoted by
D( f1 & f2)=|
Q
f1(x, y) log \ f1(x, y)f2(x, y)+ dx dy.
Let %* # 30 be defined by
%*=arg min
% # 30
D( f & f (%)).
and set f *= f (%*). The density f * which is closest to f in the relative
entropy sense is called the information projection of f. It follows from the
same argument used to prove Lemma 1 of Stone (1990) that f * should
satisfy the equation
| Bj, k f =| Bj, k f * for k # 4j .
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We let
2= inf
s # Sj
&log f &s&2 and #= inf
s # Sj
&log f &s&
be L2 and L degrees of approximation of log f, where & }&2 and & }&
denote the usual L2 and L norm on Q.
To develop upper bounds, we assume the following condition.
(A1) M &13  f (x, y)M3 for (x, y) # Q.
The following theorem gives an upper bound on the KL-distance
between f and f * in terms of L2 and L degrees of approximation of log f.
Theorem 1. Under (A1), if the sequence # is bounded and 2 - J  0 as
n  , then f * exists for n sufficiently large and satisfies
(i) &log( f f *)&C
and
(ii) D( f & f *)
M3
2
exp(#) 22.
Theorem 2 shows that the logspline density estimator f exists in prob-
ability and that the estimation error D( f * & f ) converges to zero in prob-
ability at rates J32n.
Theorem 2. Suppose (A1) holds. If the sequences # is bounded and
J54- n  0, then f exists except on an event whose probability tends to zero
with n and satisfies
(i) &log( f * f )&=oP(1)
and
(ii) D( f * & f )=OP \J
32
n + .
To define the Besov space, we introduce the modulus of smoothness for
functions. If h # Lp(Q), 1 p, we let |r(h, t)p , t>0 denote the
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modulus of smoothness for h: |r(h, t)p=sup |u| t &2ru h( } )&p (Q(ru)), where
|u|=- u21+u22 ; and 2ru is the r th order difference with step u; and the norm
in the above definition is the Lp norm on the set Q(ru)=[(x, y) : (x, y),
(x+ru1 , y+ru2) # Q]. We say h is in the Besov space B:pq whenever
&h&B:pq=_|

0
[t&:|r(h, t)p]q
dt
t &
1q
is finite, where r is any integer larger than :. From DeVore and Popov
(1988), h can be written as
h= :

m=0
:
k # 4m
’m, kBm, k (4.1)
and &h&B:pq is equivalent to
N(h)=_ :

m=0
[2m(:&2p) |’m } |p]q&
1q
. (4.2)
with the usual modification if either p or q=. Here |’m } |p=
(k # 4m |’m, k |
p)1p.
Given positive numbers an and bn for n1, let an  bn mean that an bn
is bounded away from zero and infinity. The following Theorem establishes
the rates of convergence of f to f in KL distance.
Theorem 3. Under the assumptions
(A2) log f # B:pq such that &log f &B:pqC;
(A3) 1<:<r&1+1p, 2 p and 1q,
we have
(i) D( f & f )=OP(n&2:(2:+3))
and
(ii) & f & f &2=Op(n&:(2:+3))
by choosing 2 j  n1(2:+3).
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Theorem 4. Under (A2) and
(T3) 1<:<r&1+1p, 1 p<2 and 1q,
we have
(i) D( f & f )=OP(n&2:$(2:$+3))
and
(ii) & f & f &2=Op(n&:$(2:$+3))
by choosing 2 j  n1(2:$+3), where :$=:+1&2p.
Remark 1. It is anticipated that n&2:(2:+3) is the optimal minimax rate
irrespective whether 1 p<2 or p2 for the KL distance and the L2 dis-
tance for the class of log-densities with bounded Besov norm, in which case
the estimators given above possess optimal rate properties. If Besov
assumptions on the density are not too different from Besov assumptions
on the log-density, our logspline density estimators may achieve the
optimal rate of convergence for L2 distance in Donoho (1995). See Koo
and Kim (1996) for a derivation of the minimax rate for KL distance in an
univariate density estimation setting.
Remark 2. Concerning the scale of Besov spaces B:pq , let us note only
that it includes the traditional function spaces used in statistical theory,
namely the HilbertSobolev (H :2=B:22) and Ho lder (C
:=B: , 0<:  N).
For the additional discussion of Besov space in a statistical context, see
Donoho et al. (1996).
Remark 3. In a nonparametric regression setting, Nemirovskii et al.
(1985) showed that linear estimators can not achieve the optimal rate of
convergence when the regression function belongs to some Sobolev spaces;
Donoho et al. (1996) showed that over Besov scale, no linear estimate can
attain the optimal rate of convergence. Compared with the rate n&2:(2:+3),
our estimator can guarantee only a suboptimal rate of convergence
n&2:$(2:$+3) when 1 p<2. These imply that when knots of spline are not
selected, the logspline estimate can not achieve the optimal rate for p<2.
To answer this question, one may have to use either variable knot splines
or wavelets with shrinkage.
Remark 4. In order to implement the logspline tomography, the rules
for selecting the number J for each variable must be determined. The
choice of number of knots is important from both theoretical and practical
point of view. It is comparable to choosing a bandwidth in kernel density
estimation or the smoothing parameter in the penalized likelihood method.
Too many knots may lead to a noisy estimate; too few knots give an
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estimate that is overly smoothed, thereby missing essential details. The
data-dependent methods of placing knots of Kooperberg (1995) and Koo
(1996) would be useful in this context.
5. PROOFS
5.1. Bounds within Bivariate Logspline Models
Let us recall that %(;) denotes the unique solution to  B f (%)=;. We
relate distances between the parameters % to distances between the corre-
sponding parameters ;. The following Lemma is an extension of Lemma 2
of Koo, Kooperberg and Park (1998) to the case of bivariate logspline
models.
Lemma 1. Let %0 # 30, ;0= B f (%0) and ; # 3 be given. Let b=
exp(&log f (%0)&). If
|;&;0 |
1
4M1 beJ
, (5.1)
then the solution %(;) to  B f (%)=; exists in 30 and satisfies
|%(;)&%(;0)|2M1b exp(!) J |;&;0 |,
&log f (%(;0)) f (%(;))&4M1b exp(!) J |;&;0 |<!
and
D( f (%(;0)) & f (%(;)))2M1 b exp(!) J |;&;0 |2,
for ! satisfying 4M1 beJ |;&;0 |<!1.
5.2. Proof of Theorem 1
Let s(’) be the approximation of h=log f which assumed to satisfy the
given L2 and L bounds on the error h&s(’). Define ’~ =(’k&’ )k # 4j for
’ =J&1 k ’k . Set ;0= B f (’~ ) and ;= B f. Then the vector ;&;0 is
given by  ( f & f (’~ )) B. By the CauchySchwarz inequality and the proper-
ties of tensor product B-splines, there exists a positive constant M4 such
that
|;&;0 |
M4
J
& f & f (’~ )&2 .
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It follows from Lemma 3 of Barron and Sheu (1991) and (A1) that
|;&;0 |
- M3M4
J
&( f & f (’~ ))f &2

M3M4
J
exp[&h&s(’)&&(’ +(’~ ))] &h&s(’)&2

M3M4
J
exp(2#) 2.
Here we have used the fact that |’ +(’~ ) | is not greater than &h&s(’)& ,
since ’ +(’~ ) is see to equal log[ exp(s(’)&h) f ] due to the properties
of tensor product B-splines. From this same fact it is seen that
&log( ff (’~ ))& is not greater than 2&h&s(’)&=2#, which implies that
&log f (’~ ))&2#+log M3 under (A1). Now apply Lemma 1 with %0=’~ ,
;= B f and b=& f (’~ )&M3 exp(2#). If the assumptions of Theorem 1
hold, then 4M1M 23 exp(4#+1) - J 21 when n is sufficiently large, which
guarantees the condition (5.1). If such is the case, we may conclude that
%*=%(;) exists and that &log( f * f (’~ ))&1. So by the triangle
inequality,
&log f *&log M3+2#+1, (5.2)
which implies Theorem 1(i). By Lemma 1 of Barron and Sheu (1991), the
approximation error satisfies
D( f & f *)D( f & f (’~ ))
M3
2
exp(&h&s(’)&) &h&s(’)&22

M3
2
exp(#) 22.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
5.3. Proof of Theorem 2
Let /r denote the Fourier transform of the function M r defined by
M r(x)=N r(x+r2). From Schumaker (1981), we know
/r(t)=|

&
M r(x) exp(2?itx) dx=\sin(?t)?t +
r
.
Let us note that under (A3),
|/r(t)|(?t)&r as |t|   and |

&
|/r(t)| 2 dt<. (5.3)
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Lemma 2.
(R| Bj, k
t
)(_)=2&2 j exp(2?i_,k(|)2 j) /r(_ cos |2 j) /r(_ sin |2 j),
where ,k(|)=(k1+r2) cos |+(k2+r2) sin |.
Proof. By (2.4), (R|Bj, k
t
)(_)=B j, k(_ cos |, _ sin |). Let Bj, m be an
univariate B-spline defined by Bj, m(x)=N r(2 jx&m), m # Z. Observe that
the one-dimensional Fourier transform B j, m(t) of Bj, m is given by
2& j exp(2?it(m+r2)2 j) /r(t2 j). Since B j, k(!1 , !2)=B j, k1(!1) B j, k2(!2), we
have the desired result.
Let B*j, k=EBj, k(X, Y) for k # 4j and set B*=(Bj, k).
Lemma 3.
E |B &B*|2C
- J
n
.
Proof. Observe that EB j, k=B*j, k . Define a function + by
+(|, s)=|

&
exp(&2?i_s) |_| /r(_ cos |) /r(_ sin |) d_.
By Lemma 2, the variance V(B j, k) of B j, k satisfies
V(B j, k)=
1
n
V \|

&
|_| (R0 Bj, k
t
)(_) exp(&2?i_S) d_+

1
n
E |+(0, 2 jS&,k(0))|2. (5.4)
By (A1) and the fact that the Radon transform is an averaging operator,
we obtain sup gC. It follows from (5.3) and the Parseval’s identity that
E |+(0, 2 jS&,k(0))|2
2& j |
?
0
|

&
|+(|, s)| 2 g(|, (s+,k(|))2 j) ds d|
=O(2& j) |
?
0
|

&
|_|2 |/r(_ cos |) /r(_ sin |)| 2 d_ d|
=O(2& j). (5.5)
Since E |B &B*|2=k V(B j, k), we have the desired result from (5.4) and
(5.5).
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We now verify Theorem 2. By Lemma 3, |B &B*|2K - Jn except in
a set of probability which satisfies
P \ |B &B*|2K - Jn +
C
K
.
Now apply Lemma 1 with ;0= B f *=B*, ;=B and b=exp(&log f *&).
Recall that bM3 exp(2#+1) from (5.2). Since it is assumed that # is
bounded and that J54- n  0 as n  , 4M1M3 exp(2#+2) J 54- n
1K12 which implies that (K - Jn)121(4M1beJ) for n sufficiently
large. Then except in the set above (which has probability less than CK),
condition (5.1) is satisfied, whence the maximum likelihood estimator
% =%(B ) exists and
&log( f *f )&4M1M3 exp(2#+2) J(K - Jn)12=o(1)
and
D( f * & f )2M1b exp(!) JK
- J
n
2M1M3 exp(2#+1+!) K
J32
n
=O \J
32
n + .
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
5.4. Proof of Theorem 3
Lemma 4. Under (A2) and (A3), we have
(i) M &13  f (x, y)M3 for (x, y) # Q;
(ii) 2=O(J&:2) and #=O(J&(:&2p)2).
Proof. Let
h=log f = :

m=0
:
k # 4m
’m, kBm, k= :

m=0
sm
as in (4.1). Since N(h)C by (4.2), we have
|’m } |pC2&m(:&2p). (5.6)
By the properties of tensor product B-splines and (5.6),
&h& :

m=0
&sm& :

m=0
|’m } |p=O \ :

m=0
2&m(:&2p)+=O(1)
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under (A3). Now the proof of (i) is complete. To prove (ii), observe that
|’m } |u|’m } |2|4m | (12&1p) |’m } | v for u2v, (5.7)
where |4m | is the number of elements in 4m .
Let Aj= jm=0 sm . By Lemma 4.2 of DeVore and Popov (1988), (3.2),
(3.3), (5.6) and (5.7) we obtain
2&h&Aj&2 :

m= j+1
&sm &2
=O \ :

m= j+1
2&m22m(12&1p)2&m(:&2p)+=O(J &:2)
and
#&h&Aj & :

m= j+1
&sm&
=O \ :

m= j+1
2&m(:&2p)+=O( j&(:&2p)2).
hence Lemma 4 has been verified.
To prove Theorem 3, choose 2 j  n1(2:+3) such that J  n2(2:+3). Under
(A2) and (A3), Lemma 4 implies (A1), and that #=o(1), 2J=O(J&(:&1)2)
=o(1) and J54- n  n&(:&1)(2:+3)=o(1). By Theorems 1 and 2, we have
D( f & f *)=O(J&:)=O(n&2:(2:+3)) (5.8)
and
D( f * & f )=OP \J
32
n +=OP(n&2:(2:+3)). (5.9)
Theorem 3(i) follows from (1.3), (5.8) and (5.9). By Lemmas 1 and 2 of
Barron and Sheu (1991), we have that for any two densities f1 and f2
|
Q
( f1& f2)2
2
inf(1 f1)
exp(3 &log( f1 f2)&) D( f1 & f2). (5.10)
It follows from Theorem 1(i) and Theorem 2(i) that
&log( f f )&&log( f f *)&+&log( f * f )&=oP(1). (5.11)
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By Lemma 4, (5.10) and (5.11), we have
& f & f &22=OP(D( f & f ))=OP(n&2:(2:+3)).
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
5.5. Proof of Theorem 4
By (3.2), (5.6) and (5.7),
&sm&2C |’m}|2 2&mC |’m}|p 2&mC2&m(:&2p)&mC2&m:$,
which implies that
2=O(J &:$2).
By the argument used to prove Theorem 3, we obtain the desired result of
Theorem 3.
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